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What started as a hobby culminated into a
business venture. Beads Desired started out of a
desire by its designer Afsheen Asif to express
herself, in 2016 with a simple beginning starting
out with hand made Beads Jewellery which
happened to be her childhood passion and a way
for her to tackle her postpartum depression.With
her growing confidence which has reflected upon
Beads Desired it has transitioned from its simple
beginning now catering to cliental in a wide
spectrum in different medium off from simple
beads to complex designs.



ASTRAL  ENIGMA



 Astral Enigma

Introducing "Astral Enigma," a mesmerizing jewelry piece crafted
from exquisite 925 sterling silver. At its heart, a luminous
moonstone takes center stage, elegantly bezelled amidst the
celestial dance of an asymmetric sun god's rays. This enigmatic
pendant captures the essence of cosmic beauty, inviting you to
embrace the allure of the celestial realm in a single, captivating
piece. A radiant reflection of mystery and elegance, Astral Enigma
is more than jewelry—it's an embodiment of celestial
enchantment.



 

VIOLET VORTEX

Introducing "Violet Vortex" earrings, a cosmic
masterpiece in 925 sterling silver. The elegant
spirals gracefully lead to a radiant amethyst
center, encapsulating celestial allure. With a
twist of mystique, these earrings blend
cosmic charm and sophistication, making a
captivating statement in minimalistic
elegance.



 THE CONICLES



LEMON LABYRINTH



Introducing "Lemon Labyrinth"
earrings, a playful masterpiece in
925 sterling silver. The intricate
asymmetrical design leads to a
vibrant lemon quartz center, adding
a burst of citrus charm. Elevate your
style with these chic and whimsical
earrings, where craftsmanship
meets delight in a compact
labyrinth of elegance.



 

 FLUX HARMONIC

Flux Harmonic" earrings, a 925 sterling silver
marvel, seamlessly blend geometry and abstract
artistry. This avant-garde pair, adorned with
bezelled blue topaz, peridot, and amethyst stones,
creates a kaleidoscopic dance of color and form.
With each wear, dive into a fleeting symphony of
modern elegance, where the dynamic interplay of
shapes and gemstone hues converges into a
uniquely captivating accessory, redefining the
boundaries of style.



 



 Pharaoh's Tear

Step into the enchanting realm of
"Pharaoh's Tear" earrings – a dazzling
tapestry of cultures woven in the finest
925 sterling silver. These earrings, a
harmonious blend of Native American,
Egyptian, and Asian influences, are
adorned with tear-dropped turquoise
gems that hold the essence of ancient
mystique. As you wear them, feel the
whispers of regality and the rhythmic
beats of cultural fusion dancing from
each intricately crafted detail.



Shades of Beauty



ELYSIAN WHISPER



Elysian Whisper

Introducing "Elysian Whisper," a 925
sterling silver collection where filigree
vines and shadows dance in perfect
harmony. Delicate and enchanting, each
piece captures a serene whisper of
nature's elegance. Immerse yourself in
the timeless allure of shadows and
silver, embracing simplicity and artistry
in this ethereal ensemble.



Let's Connect
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OUR DESIGNES WILL MAKE YOU SHINE


